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Abstract 
Most of AI research on temporal reasoning has been devoted to eit her ex

ploring constraint-based temporal deductlon techniques or investigating diverse 
logics extended with time. Nevertheless the fort:nal study of deductive systems for 
such temporal extended logics has received little attention. This paper presen.ts a general framework for temporal reasoning in knowledge-based systems resulting 
from embedding a temporal reasoner into a general calculus. From a representa
tional point of view it is bao;;ed on the notions of temporal token and temporal 
constraint. The logic is formally defined as a particular many-sorted predicat.e calculus and provided with an complete and sound inference system composed 
of non-temporal and temporal inference rules. Moreover, a deductive procedure is presented and analyzed. It. is a general forward chaining algorithm for which 
soundness and completeness are guaranteed. 

1 Introduction 
Representation and reasoning about time is relevant to many AI areas like prediction, diagnosis, explanation, planning, scheduling, narrative understanding, software engi
neering, etc. Since the very beginning [11], AI research on temporal reasoning hl\l,l been underlayed by the assumption that one can 1. define what time is made of and 2. develop specialized temporal deductive techniques for it, independently, up to some extent, of the way one constructs a temporal logic 1

. T herefore, we find, on the one band, a large area of research devoted to develop efficient algorithms for the various 
• Acknowledgments. We thank Carles Sierra and Jordl Levy for their helpful comments on C{U'IIor drafts. This work has been partially supported by Spanish MEC grant FPI-PN90 77909683 nnd by C ICYT project ARREL {TIC92-0579-C02-0l). 
l in this spirit., Shoharn{l9] states an ontological distinction between the lemporal entity over which one interprets assert.ions and the ent.ity used as temporal primitive. 
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forms of purely temporal representations, either based on points or intervals, either 
made of qualitative, quantitative or both types of constraints, etc. And we find, on the 
other hnnd, a large set of proposals about the way time may be incorporated , eventu
ally as an extension of a. well-known logic formalism, to construct a temporal logic (see I?J for a. comparative survey on both areas). Nevertheless the formal study of deduc
tive systems for such temporal logics has received little attention. One must consider 
the logic resulting from embedding a temporal reasoner into a general calculus. The 
inference system will incorporate temporal specific inference rules and general ones. 
T he deduction procedures will rely on specific algorithms and data structures specially 
designed for representing temporal assertions. 

We aim at designing a. temporal reasoning system suitable to Data-- and Knowledge
based systems, specifically those related to prediction, monitoring and p lanning tasks. 
In this paper we do not only propose a particular temporal logic but we also furnish 
its inference system, we study its logical properties and we explore a forward compu
tational procedure for it. 

The main features of our temporal-extended language are the following: Ontologi
caUy it is based on the notion of temporal token. The temporal aspects are expressed 
t hrough temporal predicates encoded by a specialized represep.tation based on metric 
constraints. The sentences of the language are Horn-like clauses where existential quan
tifiers may appear in the head of the rule. We benefit from the temporal constraints 
formalism which is able to efficiently encode an infinite number of relationships into a 
finite representation. 

In next section we discuss the main representational issues our approach is based 
on. In section 3 we formally present the temporal token calculus by giving its syntax, 
semantics and inference rules and showing soundness and completeness. We also pro
vide a forward chaining deductive procedure and analyze its properties. In section 4 
we discuss t he relation of the temporal token calculus with previous work. 

2 Representational Issues 

2.1 Temporal Tokens 
Reified temporal logic has been widely preferred as the logical form for temporal reason
ing within the AI community [?]. Reification proposes according the status of terms in 
a first-order logic to expressions which we would normally regard as propositions. The 
increased expressive power provided by such a construction is usefu l for modeling some 
concepts specially relevant to problem solving like causality and adion. Examples are 
113, 2, 15, 8]. Recently, though, reified logics have come under attack. Main criticisms 
are (a) the inherent complexity of the reified construction which can be unnecessary 
[3, 9, 22] , (b) the artificial and ad hoc nature of both (i) terms with propositional con
tent and (ii) full ontological entities being their semantical referents (9] and (c) some 
expressiveness shortcomings 122]. 

The ontology of temporal reified approaches is based on the notion of proposition 
t71pe 2 -for short we shall refer to it by type. A type is a generic atemporal atomic 

2Wc s hall distinguish between Lhe two classical temporal entities event and state -the IMer also 
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proposition which, in some sense, denotes the set of all those particular instances of 
I hr proposition at different particular times. For instance, Allen[2J would express t ho 
rwutcnce uMary has been promoted from lecturer to professor on 1985" by forming 
I ltc propositional term promote( Mary, lecturer, professor) which is a type, and usi ng 
it, fl.'l a parameter of the Temporal Occurrence Predicate(TOP) OccuRS to form t ho 
nxpression Oocun.s(promote(Mary, lecturer, professor), 1985). This formula picks out 
l.lac particular instance of a certain generic type -promote(Mary,lecturer,professor)- that 
occrLr·s at a certain particular time. Such an implicit idea of instance is captured by tho 
notion of pr·oposition token -token for short. Tokens have been "explicitly" introduced 
In the ontology of a number of approaches in Temporal Reasoning. Dean and McDor
IIIOt,t's TMM[5J, Kowalski & Sergot's Event Calculus[l2] (only for events), Galton's 
t.okcn-based temporal arguments approach [9], and the recent Vila & Reichgelt's token 
't'ification[22]. 

Si nce simplicity is of primary interest for our sort of applications, the approach we 
follow here is fully based on temporal tokens which are introduced as an additional 
llrgument (similarly to Event Calculus for events or Galton's unreification). Like Gal
t.oll and Vila & Reichgelt we take a symmetric ontological definition based on tokens 
for both states and events. The language used here is a restricted instance of a many
t;Ort.ed first-order language and reification is not used3. Tokens are introduced just ns 
H 11 addjtional sort. So far , we do not introduce any characterization of different tem
twml entities (events, states, processes ... ) and therefore defining temporal occur·trmce 
111 ('dicates becomes unnecessary. Thus the notion of token is homogeneously used for 
«~XPI'essing any temporal occurrence (both an events and states) . 

2.2 D escribing Tokens by Semantic Case Decomposition 
lr1formation is usually incomplete in real domains. Event descriptions do not always 
iuc·lude information related to every event feature. Such a situation holds as well for 
r;t.rLLes. First-order logic based representations do not appear to be much appropriate to 
Hupport such a description incompleteness. The features of events and states are just 
1 tip resented as different arguments of the same predicate. Since predicates arity is not 
variable, dealing with unknown features requires carrying on a considerable amount of 
11xistentia.l quantifiers. The semantic cases knowledge representation paradigm proposes 
Iawing a predicate related to each token feature. For example, instead of representing 
t,lw previous example as promote(Ma11J, skfi, professor, 1985) we would write ... 

act(tt1 , promote) and 
destination(ttt, professor) and 

actor{ ttl. Mary) and 
T IME( ttl, 1985) 

Semantic case decomposition allows to represent just the pieces of informat ion which 
r~,ro known and ignoring the rest, as Kowalski & Sergot propose4 • We propose, here, 
mdng it not only for events but also for states description. 

wfcrred as property, fact, relationship or fluent in the literature. 
!l Wc leave the issue of applying some sort of reification as a matter of future research In caso It IH jutlgcd to be of practical interest. 
4 Such a technique is already known in philosophy (D. Davidson 141). 
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2.3 Using M etric Temporal Constraint Networks as the Basis for Token M anagement 
Metric constraints are numeric constraints on the temporal distance between pairs of t ime points. Networks of metric temporal constraint have been proven to be an efficient formalism for encoding temporal knowledge and answering queries about it, though t hey may be less expressive than some interval-based approaches. We restrict here to t he Simple Temporal Problem case [6] where a constraint is j ust formed by a pair of values denoting the lower and upper bound. Temporal constraint networks turn out to be a suitable formalism to express different notions concerning the tokens5: 

Token. As we introduced above, the ontology of our approach is fully based on the notion of token. We simply need some functions to map each token t o its relevant time points (TIME, B EGIN and END). A special instantaneous token tt0 is introduced just to be the token occurring at the initial time point To -thus TIME(tto) =to- that is used as a common reference time point. 
Absolute and relat ive temporal relations. Absolute temporal information is expressed as temporal constraints between the initial time point and the time point at hand. For example, "Mary being hired as a lecturer 

1
on 1980" is expressed by DrsT(to,BECJN(tt1),1980, 1980). Relative temporal information between two tokens is straight ly expressed by temporal binary constraints between their endpoints. 

Precise and vague temporal information. Temporal constraint networks provide a. straight forward way to cope with vagueness of temporal information. Temporal constraints are a particular formalism for representing uncertai nty on the temporal distance between two t ime points by declaring a range interval (lower bou nd, upper bound). 

Metric and qualit ative t e mporal re lations . Qualitative is just a particular type of vagueness that involves +oo, -oo, +f and/or -f values. With these values, any of the 13 possible qualitative relations between two intervals [1] can be ex-pressed as a set of temporal constraints. FUrthermore, one can express the convex subset of the interval algebra though not the full Allen's interval algebra [23]. 
Token I nconsistency and Queries. Inconsistency of a set of tokens and queries about them can be easily checked/answered by applying constraint propagation techoiques[6]. 

Token c lipping . Many applications need to guarantee that two tokens do not overlap. For instance, it is common in planning where incompatible states for resources or different dependent tasks must fit into a single plan. In such cases one may require token clipping to accomplish such a purpose by imposing the adequate furt her constraints which eventually will stretch possible token durations. 
tl•lokens are notated by tt1 , . . . , tt, and a constraint between the time points t, t' by OIST( t , t 1

1 a, b) 
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:l T h e T emporal Token Calculus 
111 this section we present our approach6 for reasoning about events, states and t.imo ltlllilld on Lhe representational issues discussed in previous section. Our ideas about (i) tlu • onLological notion of token and (il) giving a special status to t ime are reflected in t\ t« JHWific distinction between four different sorts: tokens, values -values for the attributes 1 111 tdng from the decomposition based on semantic cases-, times -time points related to tnkt•n endpoints- and durations -distances between time points. 

:s. l Syntax 
Wnt.nke a restricted many-sorted first-order language Cn::. with the following four sorts: t r~A·1·n11, values, time.s and durations. We have many-sorted signature (Srrc, Z::rK:) , where ·"''n , = {'TCJK, VA.C, T, VU} and En :: is the union of the following indexed famiJy of 111111 empty disjoint denumerable sets of symbols: 

( !(I IIStant symbol s ets: 
d1 , ..• ,di:VU. 

l•'11nction symbols: We have only tbe functions TrME, BECTN, END : TCJK 
P redicate symbols: 

and 

• token-to-token predicate symbols PnJrc_rorc : ['TCJK]n, n 2: 1 (these are predicates like INITIATES, TERMTNATES, CAUSES, INCOMPATIBLE, EXCLUSIVE, ... ), . 
• attribute predicate symbols P .ATT: TCJK x VA.C, 
• value predicate symbols Pv.Ac : VA£ x VA.C (this set contains t~e value equality relation symbol =v), 
• a temporal predicate symbol DTST : T x T x VU x VU, 
• two duration predicate symbols=,~: VU x VU. 

We have, also an indexed family of disjoint denumerable sets of variable symbols \Inc = u iEST.o:: V;, usually noted Vrox:: = 'ITt, ... ' 'ITi . Vv.AC = Vt, ... , Vi, Vvu = DUt, . . . , DUi and Vr=T1 , ... ,T, . 
T he set of fi rst-order terms T ((Srx::, ETrc), Vrrc ) is defined as ~ual. 

Definition 1 An atomic predicate or atom, fm· short, is of the form P( term1 , ..• , terTTln) where P is an n-ary predicate. symbol an_d teT"Tnt are tenn_s of the appropdate sort according to the type of the predteate. If P ts a temporal predtcate symbol then it is a temporal a t o m otherwise it is an atemporal atom. 
owe call it temporal token caLculus since the token is our basic temporal entity for both events o.nd IILUl es. • 
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D efini t ion 2 (well-formed formuJa -wff- or formula) A well-formed formula or 
formula is of the form 

B1 and ... B;. . . . and Bm =} H1 and ... H1 . . . and Hn 

with m. ~ 0 and n ~ 0, where Bi and H3 are atoms. 

Like in definite clauses, the conjunction of B i is called body or antecedent and the 
conjunction of Hi is called head or conclusion. We distinguish between three types of 
formula according to the form of the body and the head: fact, when m = 0 (empty 
body) and every H1 is aground atom, query , when n=O (empty head),ruJe , otherwise. 
A l.."nowledge base is a couple JCB = (:FB, nB} of a set of facts :FB and a. set of ruJes 
nB. 

AlJ variables occurring in t he body of a ruJe are considered as being universally 
quantified over the whole formula. All the variables occurring in the bead of a rule 
and not occurring in its body are considered as being existentially quantified. In the 
promotion example, for instance, the fact that any promotion to professor is decided 
by the principal would be formalized as 

act(TT , promote) and => decided(TT, principa~ 
destination(TT, professor) 

To express that any promotion event for a person to a certain rank "initiates" a state 
for this person having this rank we write 

act(TT1, promote) and 
actor(TT1 , A) and 
destination(TT1 , X) 

=> act(TT2 , mnk) and 
actor(TT2 , A) and 
rankvalue(TT2, X) and 
lNITIATES(TTl, TT2) 

TT, TT1, A and X . are universally quantified but TT2 is existential. 
We claim that this definition covers all those syntactic forms which meaningfully 

"express" relations between sets of tokens fulfilling certain properties7 . We deal with 
existentially quant ified expressions by using standard skolemizatioo. 

3.2 Semantics 

Definition 3 (Interpretation) An interpretation~ is a tuple (V, :::;, M ), where 

• V = 'Drox::. U 'DvAc. U V vu is a set of non-empty subdomains of tokens, values 
and dumtions, respectively. 

• :5 is a binary linear ordering relation on Vvu . According to this ordering, addi
tion (+}, subtraction (-}, maximum (max) and minimum (min) operations are 
defined over Vvu which includes do that is the neutral element with respect to + 
and - operations. 

7
T hls dcfin i~io n excludes forms which either (i) have an existentially quantified body or (ii) have 

n. tudvcrllnl quoJtLificnt lon over a variable appearing in the head but not in the body. Such form11 
M O 

tnt•lu tl nl(l~ In tltC' context of stating rcla.t.ions between sets or classes of tokonA. 
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• M is a. meaning function which associates: 

- each constant symbol with a domain element of its sort M : Erx:;, --+ V. 

- each function symbol with a function Vrox::. -+ 'Dvu . 

- each neither temporal nor duration n-ary predicate symbol with a subset of 
the clwtesia.n produ.ct over the subdomains determined by i ts signature. 

I) ·Onition 4 (matcher) A matcher8 for a formula F is a substitution of any variable 
w·rn'T"'i ng in F by a ground term of the same sort. Let 8 .F denote the application of the 
!llt&tcher over F . A matcher 8 agrees wiiJ~ a matcher 8' if any variable in the domain 

of botiL is substituted by the same ground term. 

l)('Anition 5 (!=) The interpretation~ satisfies a formula F , noted~ f= F, under 
1111' following inductively defined conditions: 

1. ~ f= B =} H iff whenever~ f= 8.B for a certain matcher 8, there exists at least 
one matcher 8' of H that agrees with 8 St£Ch that ~ F 8' .H. 

In the following items, let Ai, termi, Ltermi, di be ground atoms, ground terms, 
gmund time terms and ground dumtion terms respectively. 

2. Let P ( term1 , ••• , te1'11l.n) be a ground atemporal atom,~ f= P (term1, . . . , terrnn) 
iff 

(JV1 (term1) , .. . ,M(terrnn) ) E M(P) 

3. ~ f= DJST(Lterm1, Ue1m2, d1, ch) iff 

M(d1 ) :5 M(Lte1m2) - M(Uerm.) ~ M(ch) 

4. ~ f= dt = d2 iff M (d1) is equal to M(dz) 

5. ~ f= d1 :::5 dz iff M(d1):::; M(dz) 

6. ~ f= A1 and ... ~ .. . and An iff~ f= Ai for every i. 

Definition 6 As usual a wff F is satisfiable if there is an interpretation~ ruch that 
~ f= F. A wff F is valid if~ f= F for every interpretation~. A set of wffs X:.B logically 
entails a wff F {noted X:.B f= F ) if for every interpretation ~ such that ~ f= JCB then 
~) f= F. 

:1.3 Inference 

A main issue of this work is providing our temporal logic with a deductive system. We 
begi n by giving a set of inference ruJes. We distinguish between two types of inference 
rules: (1) those t hat are applied to general formula and (2) those that specifically are 
n.pplied over temporal atoms. 

Lett; be temporal terms and lij ,Ui'i',dk be duration terms for any i,j,k. 
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General inference is performed through a single inference rule which is a sort of modus ponens (MP): 

Bt and ... and Bm => HI and ... and Hn 81' B' 3() w,; () B · - B' ' '· · ·, m, · v... · t i 
O.Ht, ... , ().Hn 

Moreover, we have a simple axiom to describe syntactical equality between values: 
V : VA.C =v V : VAL:. We have, also, the axioms for ::::; to be a linear order over 
'Dvu terms. We finally need an axiom ensuring the existence of the coarsest constraint between any two pair of time points, DrsT(T, T', -oo, +oo) 

3.4 Soundness and Completeness 
Theorem 1 (soundness) For any knowledge base ICB and atomic formula p: If ICB f- P then ICB f= P. 

Let us now state a completeness result. We shall assume consistency for the knowledge base at hand. 
Let's first introduce some notational conventions. We note facts in a ICB by !1, · · · , f• and rules by r1, ... , r , . Ant( r) denotes the body of the rule r and Concl( r) ItS head. 

The proof of completeness employs the following definitions. We view a knowledge base as the set of aU the possible instantiations: 

Definition 7 (ground KB) Let 01, .. . , ()i, ... be all the possible different matchers 
for the formula h , · ·. ,/k,rl, ··· , rn of a given knowledge base ICB. The set of ground 
knowledge bases, noted Gd(ICB) , is the set 01 XB U ... u OiXB u ... where (}iXB = {!I' ... ' fk, Oi.TJ, ... 'oi.Tn }· 

We consider all the possible paths we can build between a pair of time points b chaining temporal predicates. Y 

D efinition 8 (D) Let D(t, t' , a, b) denote a set of DlST predicates included in a set 
S of litemls such that D(t,t',a.,b) = {DlsT(t;,ti+1 ,a;,b;) J 1 $ i < n,t

1 
= t,tn = 

t' , DIS'f(ti, ti+! , a;, b,) E S V DIST(t;+l t,· -b· -a·) E S a= '"'n- l a · b- '"'n- 1 b·} ' ) ., ' ' L..,, a:-1 tJ - L....i=l ' . 

And we consider also the most constrained path induced by the set of paths between n.ny given pair of time points. 

9 

D efinitio n 9 (D) Given a set of literals S, consider all the paths D1 (t, t', a1, b, ) 
S , . .. , D~c(t,t',ak.bk) ~ S between a pair of time points t,t' . Then V(t,t',o-,{3) 
U~= t D;(L, t', a; , b;), where a= max;{a,} and {3 = miT~.t{b,}. 

Finally Jet's define a certain deductive closure for a ICB. 

Definition 10 LetS = U~ S;, where S; are built from Gd(ICB} as follows: 

1. So= {fl,. · · .fn} 

2. For each r such that r E Gd(ICB) , if\IP E Ant(r) 

(a) if P # DIST then P E Ui::;k S; 
{b) if P = DlST(t, t', a, b) then 3V(t, t',a:,{3) ~ U;sk S3 with a~ a: and {3 ~ b 

then Concl(r) E Sk+l· 

To prove the t heorem we need the following propositions and lemmas. 

P roposition 1 K.B = Gd(ICB). 

Proposition 2 ICB f= P iff Gd(ICB) I= P. 

Proposition 3 V(t,t',a ,{3) 1- DlST(t,t' ,a, b} with a$ 0' $ {3 $b. 

Proposition 4 Assume that a ~ {3 for any V(ti,tj,a,{3) ~ S. Then, there exist 
an interpretation ~ = (V, ~, M) that satisfies any predicate in 1J( t, t', a, {3), a $ {3 ~ 
M(t')- M(t) E [M(a),M(f3)]. 

Lemma 1 ICB is consistent iff'Vt,t'. V(t,t',a,{3)-+ a~ {3. 

Lemma 2 If PES then ICB f- P. 

Lemma 3 K.B I= P and P # DIST and ICB is consistent then PES. 

Lemma 4 ICB I= P and P = D isT{t, t', a, b) and ICB is consistent the1. 
3D(t, t', a ,{3) ~ S with a$ a$ {3 $b. 

Theorem 2 For any consistent knowledge base ICB and atomic formula P: If ICB f= P 
then ICB f- P. 

3.5 Forward D eductive System 
In this section we present a simple deductive algorithm working in a bottom-up fashion. 
Forward proceeds by processing new facts - those generated during last iteration- during 
each iteration. Facts are deduced by application of our Modus Ponens inference rule 
over each possible rule in the ICB. The matchers are always constructed by using 
at least one new fact. Notice that t emporal and non-temporal facts receive difle reut, 
treatments: a. special function Ad<Lfactsr is used to add new temporal facts to the K B 
( Add..factsr is discusood in section 3.6). 
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function Forward (F BT,F BNT,RB) is 
{FBT,FBNT are temporal and nontemporal fact bases; RB is a rule base} 1. new...factT +- FBTi new..fa.ctNT +- F BNTi F Bfr +- 0; FB~T +- 0 2. while newJa.ctT '# 0 V newJa.ctNT '# 0 do 
3. if newJactT '# 0 t hen FBfr +- Add...f acts-r(FBfr,new..factT)i 

new ...factT +- 0 end if 
4. if new...factNT '# 0 t hen FB~T +- FB~T U newJactNri 

new_factNr +- 0 endif 5. foreach r E RB do 
6. foreach 8 E Match(FBr,FB~T,Ant(r)) do 7. (deducedJacts} +- New_deduction(B.Concl(r )); 8. new...factT +- new...factr U deducedJactsr; 9. newJactNT +- new..factNT U deduced.lactsNT end foreach 

e ndforeach 
e nd while 

10. return(FBfr U FB~T) 
endfunction 

Match proceeds iteratively over the body of a rule to construct the set of matchers t hat identify a subset of the fact base with such a body. For each conjunctive atom in accordance with its predicate symbol, Match retrieves either temporal or non temp~ral facts that "match" with the atom. These are combined with the partial matchers constructed up to that point applying the cartesian product - the classical combination of substitutions. To obtain the set of matchers between a non-temporal atom and the base F B NT, a classical first-order matcher is used scanning all the facts in this base (Retrieve_factsNT)· In case t he atom is temporal then Retrieve_factsr function is used (discussed in section 3.6). 

function Match (FBr,FBNT,B) is 
{ F BT ,F B NT are temporal and nontemporal fact bases and B a rule body} e - {e} 
whjle e '#{}and B '# 0 do 

A+- First( B); B +- B- A; 
if ls_temporal(A) t hen SA+- Retrieve_facts-r(FBT,A) 

else 8 A +- Retrieve_factsNr(FBNT, A) e ndif ii SA '# 0 t he n 8 +- {Combine(8,8')18 E 8 ,8' E 8 A)} end if e nd while 
return( e) 
end function 

11 

~t nudntlSS and Completeness. We want to show that the results returned by lr'r~t tllttTYl o.rc sound and correspond to all those facts that can be deduced from a givou 1 ,
11 1wlt·dr.r;o base. Assume that Forward(FBT,FBNT,RB) ends returning a set FB'TU 1 ' 11' N.,.· Then we shall show that FBT U FBNT U RB 1- P '# D tST (resp. = DtST) if "'"lunly if P E FB'NT (resp. Retrieve..factsr(FBr , P) returns Yes). Wu nRc several lemmas to show each property: 

1 ~,,.,, .. w 5 Let 
u.s ~fi ii)IUM! thn.t Retrieve_factsr(F Br, P) and RetrieveJactSNT(F B NT. P) return a set uj umjit.n> e. Then: 

• P -j: DrsT: 8 E 8 iff3f E FR f = 8.P. 
• I ' = D tsT: 0 E 8 iffO.P = DLST(t,t' ,a,,B) and it holds thatV(t , t' , a ,.B) accord-ing to definition 9 upon F BT. 

L~t1111t1a 6 Let us suppose that Match(FBT, FBNT , Ant(r)) returns a set of unifier·s 11 '/'hen VB E Ant(r). 3f E FBT U FBNT such that B.B = f iff 8 E 9. 
'l'l•norem 3 (soundness) Assume that Forward(FBT ,FBNT ,RB) ends return,,,1 tt set FB'T U FB'NT· If P '# DrsT andP E FB'NT (resp. P = 1 11 ~'1' (tnd RetrieveJactsT(FB'T, P) returns Yes) then FBT U FBNT U RB 1- P. 
flmof: It is a d irect consequence of the if sense of lemma 6 and the operations of 111

11 
lines 7, 8, 9, 3 and 4 in Forward which guarantee the passing of temporal (resp. '"' l.cmp) facts from the conclusion of an applied rule to FBT (resp. FBNT)· 0 

J,t ltHma 7 Let cp(P) be the set of predicates in the deduction tree of P. If 1-' IJ.,. , FBNT• RB 1- P then Forward(FBT,FBNT• RB) deduces each predicate in cp(P), 
'"'· cp(P) ~ FB'r U FB' NT· 
l 'mof: This follows from the continuous application of every rule over each updated twl. F JJT U F B NT of a main iteration in Forward. 0 
'l' hcorem 4 (completeness) Assume that Forward(FBT,FBNT,RB) ends retv.mITifl a set F B' T u F B' NT· IfF BTU F B NT U RB 1- P and P '# DtST (resp. P = DIST) IIM•n P E F B' NT (resp. Retrieve..factsr(F Br, P) returns Yes). 

Termination of our deductive algorithm is not guaranteed. Since 1. recursive deflulLion of predicates is allowed, and 2. the Herbrand Universe is potentially infinite due to the skolem functions introduction to deal with existential quantifiers, Forward 
111

tty not terminate. We are indeed is case very similar to standard predicate calculu_s. !iiuce our procedure is breath-first like, any fact which actually follows from K.l3 wtll ht' derived after a certain computation time. 

Theorem 5 (complexity) . The number of operations Combine(8,6) can be expout:ntiaL in a worst case. 
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Proof: The proof is straight forward considering the fact that the number of ground 
terms of a rule head is given by the compatible substitutions obtained from the cartesian 
product of the set of substitutions for each predicate in the rule body. 0 

We should note that t hough the combination method turns out to be exponential 
in a worst case is not a categorical reason for disapproval regarding applications. There 
are several arguments supporting the interest for our proposal: 

• We are approaching a logic that provides a remarkable expressiveness which al
low us to suitably represent knowledge pieces and their temporal aspects. The 
worst--case complexity comes inherently from such an expressive power. The 
discouraging general properties of such highly expressive languages do not neces
sarily undermine their usefulness applicability. One may "usually" get reasonable 
nmning times for realistk applications 8 . 

• Some optimizations can be proposed to restrict exponentiality (some of them are 
discussed below). 

3.6 Temporal Inference 

A major feature in our temporal reasoning system is the representation of "pure~' 
temporal knowledge by temporal constraints and its processing through a specialized 
device. As we have seen, the properties of the whole system hang on the characteristics 
of this temporal component. From a system architecture point of view one can imagine 
the temporal module as a "black box" which interfaces with the rest of the system 
through two functions: Add...factsr and Retrieve_factsr. FUnctionally they take as 
input a temporal constraint and a temporal constraint network and give back different 
results. Add...factsr returns a revised temporal constraint network 9. Retrieve..facf.sr 
returns either false in case the input constraint is inconsistent with the network or the 
set of most restricted (according to the network) feasible instantiations of the given 
constraint. 

In this section we discuss the particuJar type of temporal constraints we take, the 
existing algorithms for dealing with them and the general properties a temporal module 
must exhibit. The DIST predicate bas been originally introduced by Dean & McDer
mott in their TMM [5]. Dechter et al. [6] formulate networks of temporal constraints as 
a CSP and distinguish a simple case they name STP (Simple Temporal Problem) which 
corresponds to the case where one has only unary and binary constraints and they 
specify just a single metric interval of possible values. A set of temporal constraints 
expressed through our DIST predicate is a STP. 

Diverse alternatives can be considered as algorithms for such interface functions in 
accordance with the representation of our constraint networks. Different representa
tions yield different resuJts on the trade-off between addition and retrieval procedures 
complexity. Dechter et al. 's completely connected graph representation ( d-graph) al
lows for applying rather classical techniques for addition (the addition of a further 

8
PR.OLOG is an example: it is being fairly successfully used despite the fact that even .termination 

is not guaranteed. 
9

Wc IISSumc that the additional constraints arc always consistent with the current network. 
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1 ,. 11 "' ' '''1111 nncl ro-bui lding of the d-graph is at worst O(n2 ) although it seems eMi ly 
llllj•H•VIIIt lt• 120]) ~t11d provides a constant time retrieval. Representations based on not 
'""'Jlll •l••ly connected graphs [17, 14, 10] provide lower addition cost though t~ey pu.y 
tttillll JH•tiOIII IHnce penalty at retrieval time. See t~e recent pa?er [24] for expenm~n~al 
1, 1ot 1 1111 IIICJ suitabi lity of the various representatiOns according to the charactensttcs 
••I 1 II• IIPPiicat.ion. 

111 w•uPml, the many alternatives for the temporal inference module must fulfil! n. 
1111 1, , nudlt.ion independently of the approach they follow. Given a temporal constramt 
'' 1 )l'l' l'(t 1, t2 , d1o d2 ) and a temporal constraint network ten: 

• II lr• IH ground then Retrieve-factsr(tc, Add_factsr(tc, ten)) =true. 

• If' /c is not ground then Retrieve_factsr(tc, ten) = DIST(t, t',o:,{3) such that it 
] 111JtJg 'D(t, t', o:,{3) according to definition 9 upon the set of those facts that have 
lu•oli previously added to ten. 

;J Related Work 

' '"Ill 1\ knowledge representational point of view this is an alternative approach to 
11 tfl1•d h·n1poral logics. As discussed above we share with the Event Calculus the 
hlt•H 11f iut.roducing temporal tokens as a new sort as well as the classical knowledge 
11 1111,,w111,aLion technique of semantic case decomposition. Kowalski & Sergot apply 
t t11 ,111 ouly for event descriptions. We use them for describing any temporal occurre~ce. 

'l'hlH work has many similarities with Dean & McDermott's TMM. From a logtcal 
,], lluiUon point of view we supply our logic with formal definitions of its syntax, se-
11 11111t.k11 to and an inference system. Such a system integrates the well-known fv!odus 
1 •11111•118 rule and a set of inference rules governing the behavior of the DlST predtcate. 
1 lu •y r-huracterize the unary and binary temporal constraints of the STP case defined 

I•\' l h'chtcr et al.[6]. Our contribution of soundness and completen~ proofs hangs on 
It Wo do not know about similar resuJts for other temporal reasorung. systems. '!"e 
1 IIIII II that these proofs can easily be adapted for other types of constramts for whtch 
11 ''"'"1(1 nnd complete set of inference rules is known. . . . 

Prom a reasoning point of view, we developed a forward deductwn algonthm w~ch 
1 111111~H on the functions Add_factsr and Retrieve-factsr. As long as we ~av~ constrrunts 
111 the STP L)'pe we can use the algorithms for adding a further c~nstrrunt tn ad-graph 
l''tll nucl the definitions of feasible distances of feasible values provtded by Dechter. et al.: 
A li>tu•nfttively we could use algorithms based on not fully connected graphs whtch .for 
j 111 1(t' constrajnt bases provide experimental efficiency g~ns [~4]. ~he. neat decoup~mg 
111 t.J 1u temporal reasoning component makes easy re~lac.mg stmpl.e bmary const:amts 
·l·y 111orc sophisticated types when required from apphcabon domrun. One ~ould mtro
• Jwo 11 different definition of temporal constraint in the language and would mcorporate 
IIJJf'Clalized algorithms through the Add...factsr and Retrieve..fa~tsr functions. In par
r.lt•ulnr we could introduce a sort of disjunctive constraints which would supplant tho 

IOSholll\m !J 9J remarks the lack of such definitions for the c!assical most relevant appron.ches to 
,,.111purnl reasoning systems and provides rcn.sons for the convcmenct~ of dolug so. 
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lack of l.be disjunctive connective in our logic. We are exploring the introduction of techniques fo r dealing with such constraints which is currently being a matter of study for the temporal reasoning research communityfl6, 18, 7]. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 
This paper defines Temporal Token Calcul1ts, a general framework for t emporal reasoning in knowledge-based systems. It is based on the not ions of temporal tokens and encoding temporal aspects through temporal constraints. This logic is formally defined as particular many-sorted language of definite clauses. The Simple Temporal Problemf6] is taken as constraints language. An inference system is furnished where inference rules are distinguished between non-temporal and temporal ones and its soundness and completeness are proven. Moreover, we explore a deductive procedure. In this paper we present a general forward chaining algorithm for which termination, soundness and completeness are guaranteed. Though the worst case complexity of the algorithm is exponent ial due to the inherent complexity of t he problem, we outline a number of optimizations. 

1 
A prototype of this system is currently being developed at the IliA. It is implemented in Macintosh Common Lisp and integrated in MILORD-II ~helL We are working in a monitoring application (a farm management assistant) to show the suitability of the temporal token approach and the forward inference system presented here. This work requires further investigation in two different lines: 

I nference. T he above outlined optimizations are being detailedly studied. Results could be relevant not only to our temporal logic but to theorem proving technology in general. There is further work on developing, similarly to the forward case, a backward and an incremental deduct ion algorithms. Probably it will motivate further invest igation about inference control strategies which skillfully make the right decisions concerning the use of either the temporal or the general component of the inference system in order to gain efficiency. Possibly it will depend on the structure of the domain knowledge. 

Expressiveness. Our logic is bASed on a restricted predicate calculus and a simple case temporal constraints which can be not expressive enough for certain appUcations. The underlying thesis of our approach is that we shall be able to circumscript the extensions needed to achieve higher expressive power to the temporal module. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we discuss Explanation- Based Generalization (EBG) in the context o( 
metalogic programming. EBG is a technique for learning by examples that creates 
generalizations of given instances on the basis of background knowledge of the domain. 
The process can leave the deductive closure of the domain theory unchanged (theory 
reformulation) or even add new knowledge (tJ1eory revision). While Logic 
Programming has proved suitable for theory reformulation, less has been done for 
theory revision. In this paper we characterize the distinction between theory 
reformulation and revision by stating formal definitions, and propose a method for 
theory revision based on abstraction and on the treatment of exceptions. 
We choose metalogic programming, and in particular the language Reflective Prolog, as 
the language for performing EBG, since the EBG process is meta theoretical in nature 
and since, for theory revision, the possibility of making statements about predicates is 
needed. 

1. Introduction 

Explanation-Based Learning (EBL) is a technique, developed in the field of machine 
learning, by which an intelligent agen t can learn by examples [EI89]. Differently from 
other methods of concept learning, EBL creates justified generalizations from training 
instances by relying on background knowledge of the domain. 1b emphasize that 
learning may involve generalizing the example(s), the term Explanation-Based 
Generalization (EBG) is commonly used. We will adopt the EBG term and attitude m· 
the following since, especially in the context of logic programming, generalization is a 
natural outcome of the inference process. 

Adopting Dietterich's definition (reported in [El89J), "a system is said to perform 
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~th •Witd~c- levellearning only when there is a change in the 'deductive closure' of its 
,t, '" "d" theory". Standard EBG algorithms (thus most proposed EBG systems) do not 
, hunw~ the deductive closure of the domain theory and therefore do not perform 
~ IIHWirtl!\1!- level learning, but only a theory reformullltion. By only changing the way 
, o tu rpl:. are expressed, theory reformulation is mainly oriented to make easier the task 
"' 1, W!~nizing further instances of the concept. On the contrary, enhanced EBG 
"''""It heM aim at building bridges over knowledge holes, and at making plausible leaps 
In thr reasoning; in other terms, at performing knowledge-level learning, or theory 
,, 11\fllll . 

I• •nh p1 ogramming has proved to be a suitable context for programming EBG as theory 
,, '"" ''ulution. In [KM87], a metainterpreter is presented which performs 
Mt ttr• •ullzotion as a byproduct of standard SLD-derivation. In [VB88] the simiJari_ty is 
•hnwn between this kind of generalization process and another well-known techn1que 
ull lll lt" tional and logic programming, namely partial evaluation. 
1 Wlr has been done instead with respect to EBG in the sense of theory revision. In the 
I IH lll cntlure, first steps in this direction have been presented in [DK90). 
Wt• •ll11uuss the above-mentioned topics in the context of metalogic programming. 

c 1111 t•o nlribution is twofold. First, we give an original treatment to two open problems of 
1111 1 ~nG theory: abstraction and exceptions. Second, we characterise the distinction 
ler lwcen theory reformulation and theory revision by stating formal definitions and 
111- llllS. 

With respect to abstraction, we propose a method able to fill in knowledge gap by 
•~ploil ing taxonomic information. The method is domain-independent, where 
lu twt·vcr the abstraction process must be guided by domain - dependent directives, 
r\111 esscd by the user in a predefined format. Exceptions (or, more generally, 
llll lloiiUints) can also be defined, in order to ensure coherence of the new knowledge 
Kruc: rutcd by abstraction. 
W•· 11!lc metalogic programming, and precisely the language Reflective ProJog, for the 
lnlluwing reasons. First EBG is in itself a metaprogramming task. Then, directives and 
IIIIINI ruints for theory revision are in general predications about predicates; since one of 
tlu· objectives of this paper is a formal definition of EBG, the predications must be 
fl)((lt cssed at the metalevel in the context of a suitable formalism. 

'l'h.- pAper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce EBG as it has been 
l'l IIINidcred in literature, especially in the context of logic programming. In section 3 we 
I nee the problem of semantically characterising what is generated by the standard EBG 
l""cess (theory reformula'tion). We show, under suitable definitions, that the program 
11htnlncd is not strongly equivalent to the original one (equivalence under subsumption) 
hut is weekly equivalent to it (equality of their least Herbrand models). In section 4 we 
t'UnNider extensions of the standard EBG process (theory revision), aimed to flll in 
knowledge gaps. The extensions are capable to treat heuristics represented by 
nhstruction hierarchies with constraints and exceptions. We also consider that, though 
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the extended theory is clearly no longer equivalent to the original one, a characterisation 
of the consequences of the extended theory can still be given. 

2. Defining EBG 

In the following, we will take [KM87] as base reference w.r.t. EBG. 

Explanation-Based Learning (EBL) is a technique by which an intelligent agent can 
learn through the observation of examples. 

EBG is usually phrased in the literature as follows. Given in input: 

(1) a Target Concept (TC): a predicate representing the concept to be 
learned/generalized; 

(2) a Training Example (TE): a set of clauses (usually facts) constituting an 
example (i.e. a specific instance) of the target concept; 

(3) a Domain Theory (DT): a set of facts and rules represent~& background 
knowledge about the domain, that are used in explaining why the training 
example is an instance of the target concept; 

( 4) an Operationality Criterion (OC): a set of predicates in terms of which TC 
has to be defined 

EBG gives in output a definition of TC which generalizes TE and satisfies OC. 

The EBG algorithm consists of two stages: 
(1) construct an explanation in terms of the domain theory that shows how the 

training example satisfies the target concept definition. 
Each branch of the explanation structure must terminate with an expression 
that satisfies the operationality criterion. 

(2) determine a set of sufficient conditions under which the explanation holds, 
stated in terms that satisfy the operationality criterion. 

In logic programming, the first step consists in proving that the TE is indeed an instance 
ofTC, in such a way that all the leaves of th e proof tree are operational predicates, while 
the second step consists in building a more general version of thls proof that does not 
depend on any of the irrelevant (non -operational) features ofTE. 

An EBG a lgorithm as a Prolog metainterpreter is given in [KM87]. The following is a 
similar algorithm written in Reflective Prolog, which is an extension of Prolog 
amalgamating language and metalanguage to treat metalevel knowledge and metalevel 
reasoning (fully defined in [CL93]). A very short introdution to R eflective Prolog is 
reported in appendix B. 

The reader wishi ng to compare this Refl ective Prolog version of EBO with the Prolog 
one given in fKM87) will notice that there is not much difference; the metalevel features 
of Reflective Prolog will be more usefully exploited in the extensions discussed in the 
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1m1111el. Since now, however, it may be noted that EBG is intrinsically a.metalevelprocess 
(uct ing on an object-level program), a.nd t~at me~ast.atements are mvolv.ed smce the 
hr~~lnning, like the declaration of operational tty, whtch ts a property of predtcates, not of 
II' I IllS. 

Vul'inbles starting with $ are metavariables, that can be instantiated to names of 
ohjcct- level expressions. 

ebg_rp([$A),[$0enA),[$GenA)): 
theory _fact($A). 

ebg_rp([$A],[$GenA),[$GenA]):
ope rationa1($A),!, 
solve($A). 

ebg_rp([$Al $B],[$0enA l $0enB],$G):
different($B,[]), 
ebg_ rp([ $A ),[$GenA ),$GA), 
ebg_ rp($B,$GenB,$GB), 
append($GA,$0B,$G). 

ebg_rp(l$A] ,[$GenA],$G):
tbeory_clause($0enA,$GenB), 
different($0enB,O), 
copy([$GenA I $GenB],[$A l $B)), 
ebg_ rp($B,$GenB,$G). 

copy([$GenA I $GenB].l$A,$B]):-
copy _ term($GenB,$NewGenB), 
append([$A),$New0enB,$List), 
copy_ term([$GenA I $GenB ],$List), 
copy_ tail($List,$B). 

copy_ tail([$T I $CJ,$C). 

An example can better explain the functioning of t?e algori~. The following, 
No-called suicide example is due to [DM86). The Domam TI1eory ts as follows: 

kill ( A,B):-hate(A,B ),possess(A,C),weapon(C). 
hate(W,W): -depressed(W). 
possess(U,Y):-buy(U,Y). 
weapon(Z):-gun(Z). 

The 1faining Example is a set of facts: 



depressedQohn ). 
buyQohn,objl ). 
gun(objl). 
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The Operational predicates are defined by means of the following facts: 

operational( <depressed>). 
operational( <buy>). 
operational( <gun>). 

where the constants in angle brackets are, in the Reflective Prolog syntax, names of 
predicates. 
The Thrget Concept is the binary predicate kill. Given the query: 

:-ebg_rp([ <kill> ("john" ,"john")),[< kill> ($X,$Y) },$Result). 

the variabile Result is instantiated to the list: 

[<depressed> ($X), <buy> (SX,SY),<gun>(SY)) 

so that we get the clause: 

kiii(X,X):-depressed(X),buy(X, Y),gun(Y). 

which represents a generalization of the 'fraining Example, usable for further cases. 

3. Theory reformulation 

Once the output of EBG bas been obtained, the issue becomes whether to consider it 
together with or separated from the other clauses. The sin1ple addition would give rise to 
the known "lemma generation problem" [Sou], i.e. it would be redundant and would 
cause unwanted repeated answers to new queries. 

Th solve this problem, we will take the approach, not present in the literature, of building 
a new domain theory DT' including the learned definitions without redundancy. ln so 
doing, two aspects will be relevant. On the one hand, DT' and DT will not be equivalent 
under clause subsumption, since the objective of learning is precisely to get a DT' that is 
a shorter, ready-made way of defining the concept predicate thus encompassing the 
learning example. On the other hand, all and only the consequences of DT have to be 
consequences of DT'. With the usual declarative semantics of Horn clauses [U87], this 
last aspect amounts to require the equivalence of DT and DT' as equality of their least 
Herbrand models. 

We will construct the theory DT' by means of a set of definitions. Being DT' a set 
resulting from tJ1e application of EBG, we will call it Resulting Set. 
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t>cfinition 1: 
fhc Resulting Set (RS) is the set of clauses obtained from the application of EBG with t~ 
}liven Domain Theory, a Training Example and a fixed Operationality CriteiioTL 

l)~finition 2: 
A clause A:-B1, .. Bn is said to be below the operationality level if one of the following 
COflditions holds: 

- operational(A) E OC. 
- there exists a sequence of goals G1, .. Gh such that: 

1) G 1 =X9 where operational (X) E OC and 9 is a substitutioTL 
2) Gh is ofthefonn :-Kl, .. Krand 3 Kj which unijieswilhA. 

n cnnition 3: 
We caU Completion Theory (CT) the set of all the clauses of DT that are below t~ 
nperationality leveL 

Definition 4: 
If query Q is said to be above the operationality level if there exists a sequence Q=GJ, .. Gh of 
goals such that Gh has thefonn: ?-Kl, .. Krwhere each J(j (l<i<r) unifies with the head of 
o clause that is below the operationality level and there exists at least one Kj such that Kj =X8 
wi1h operational(X) E OC, whue 0 is a substitution. 

Ocfi ni lion 5: 
?11e Multiple Resulting Set (MRS) is the set of clauses obtained from the application of EBG 
with the given Domain Theory, a Training Example, a fvced Operationality Criterion and, as 
input, the set of queries which are above the operationality leveL 

Definition 6: 
We define Completed Resulting Set (CRS) the set resulting from the union of the Multiple 
Resulting Set and the Completion Theory. CRS=MRSUCT. 

For instance, considering the previous example we have the following sets: 

MRS: 
kill(X,X):- depressed(X),buy(X,C),gun(C). 
bate(X,X):-depressed(X). 
possess(X,C):-buy(X,C). 
weapon(C):-gun(C). 

cr is empty because all the operational predicates are {acts. The (Completed) R~sulting 
Set is thus MRSUCf=MRS. 

Theorem 1: 
The least Herbrand models of the two sets DTUTE and CRSUTE are equaL 
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TI1e proof is in [Be93J. 

It is not possible to get the strongest equivalence of the two theories [Ma86]. Maps TP [L187) are not equivalent for the two programs CRSUTE and DTUTE, as can be easily seen. Thus the subsumption equivalence does not hold, since the equality of maps TP is a prerequisite for that kind of equivalence. 

4. Theory revision 

When a predicate appearing in conditions of rules is not defined by further rules, the EBG process in the previous 'standard' form (theory reformulation) is of no assistance. In a sense, the knowledge represented by rules is incomplete, leaving the interpretation of some predicates completely open. 

The training example may again be taken as guiding the interpretation, but this time provided that it is used together with some additional knowledge. One useful heuristics is to abstract single instances provided by the training example to higher classes of an abstraction hierarchy. 

In the above example, 'gun' is an instance of the class 'weapon', abstracting to which also e.g. 'machine-pistol' is accommodated. 'sleeping pills' do not belong to the class 'weapon' but may be used for suicide; a superclass of both may be expressed .by the predicate 'dangerous', and so on. 
In the following, two extensions of the standard EBG algorithm are shown, aimed at coping with such situations: the first one treats abstraction hierarchies with constraints, the second one deals with exceptions and negative cases (they are shown separately, but can be combined). 

Abstraction hierarchies 'with constraints 
If we consider again the previous exam pie concerning suicide we can see how to obtain a more abstract clause using the following taxonomy: 

Dangerous 

~ ~ 
Weapon Toxic 

substal)ce 

/ I 

~ J 
G un Machine 

Poison Sleeping 
pistol pills 
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wld1 h i ~> expressed as follows: 

weapon( <gun>). 
weapon(< machine _pistol>). 
dangerous( <weapon>). 
toxic_substance( <poison>). 
toxic_substance( <sleeping_pills> ). 
dangerous(< toxic _substance>). 

1 he predicate 'compatible' expresses the fact that a class is compatible with its siblings 1111d 1 here fore with its superclass as a whole. Compatibility is not a characteristic peculiar 111 1 he hierarchy, i.e. it is not static, but depends on the particular example being dealt wit h. For instance the fact: 

t ·) compatible( <weapon>, <dangerous>). Nlll lcs that the clao;s weapon is compatible with its superclass dangerous, thus the 11h1.11 action is allowed in this particular TE. 

' l'hc predicate 'belongs_to' specifies the starting point of the abstraction. For instance, lu the example the user could specify: 

belongs_to( <gun>,<weapon> ). 

A new algorithm is obtained dealing with taxonomies or hierarchy trees, by placing on top of the algorithm shown before the following clause (where metavariables starting with# denote names of predicates like <weapon>, <gun>, etc.) 

ebg_ rp([$A],( # Pred($Args)],$Chain):-
belongs _to( #Pred,#Ciass), 
backtracks(# Class,#Pred,$Brancb ), 
append($B ranch,# Item($Args ),$Chain), 
!,solve($A). 

The auxil iary predicate 'backtracks' allows climbing the hierarchy up to the most nbstract node compatible with the constraints, given by means of the binary. predicate 'compatible'. 

backtracks(# Class, #Subclass,$ListA):-
so Jve( # Superclass( #Class)), 
compatible( #Superclass,#Ciass), 
backtracks( #Su perclass, #Class,$ListB ), 
append($List B, #Superclass( #Class) ),$ListA). backtracks( #Class, #Subclass,[ #Class( #Subclass)]). 

t n the example, the extended EBG generates the final clause: 
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solve( <kiii >($X,$X)):-
solve( <depressed> (SX) ), 
solve( <buy>($X,$Y)), 
solve(< dangerous>(" #P")), 
solve(# P(" #Q") ), 
solve(#Q(SY)). 

which can be used to prove suicide with aU the dangerous substances previously shown 
and not only with the gun of the Training Example. 
On the contrary, the lack of a fact 'compatible' means that the abstraction is not possible 
(for the purpose represented by the given TI-aining Example). For instance, if (•) is not 
given, the generated clause is simply: 

solve(< kill> ($X,$X) ): -
solve(< depressed> ($X)), 
solve( <buy>($X,$Y)), 
solve( <weapon>("#P")), 
solve(#P($Y)). 

and does not generalize up to dangerous, but only to weapon. 

Predicates 'belongs_to' and 'compatible' are then domain-dependent directives for the 
abstraction p rocess. They must be suitably specified by the user with respect to the 
particular TE, in order to ensure coherence of the abstraction process. 
U we consider the theory presented in [EK89), we can see an analogy between the set A 
of abducible predicates, from which the abduction process can start, and the set of first 
arguments of the directives ' belongs_to'. 

Exceptions and negative cases 
When dealing with abstractions there is the problem of considering possible exceptions. 
We will cope with this problem, with no loss of generality, by expressing that two sets of 
items of a class share a certain property or, on the contrary, that they don't share it. We 
use facts of the form: 

equival( #Property,#Ciass,$ListA,$ListB). 
exclude(# Property ,#Ciass,$ListA,$ListB ). 

where $ListA and $ListB represent the two sets of items. 

As an example, consider the case of vehicles in a park. A class vehicle may include, 
among others, the items car, truck and fire_truck, as represented by the following facts: 

vehicle( <car>). 
vehicle( < truck>). 
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vehicle( <fire_truck> ). 

The Domain Theory states that if a vehicle is in a park it will get a fine: 

get_fine(X):-cant_go(X, Y). 
cant _go (X, Y): -vehicle(X),park(Y). 
vehicle (X):- car(X). 

111e Training Example gives an instance of park and car, and states that car is an item of 
the class vehicles, which is divided in two subclasses of items sharing the characteristic of 
not being or being allowed to go in the park, respectively: 

park( central_park). 
car( carl). 

belongs_to( <car>, <vehicle>). 

exclude( <cant _go>, <vehicle> ,[car,t'"':'ck),[fire _truck]). 

The clause thus generated by the algorithm is: 

solve( <get_fme>($X)):-
solve( <vehicle> ("#P")), 
solve( <neutral>(#P($X))), 
solve( <park> ($Y)). 

dealing with the exceptions, i.e. stating that a fire truck would not get a fine since it does 
not share with the other items of the class vehicle the property of not being allowed to go 

in the park. 
With the algorithm presented previously, which deals with the abstractions without 
exceptions, it is not possible to give this distinction and therefore the clause generated 

would have been: 

solve( <get_fine>($X)):-
solve( <vehicle> ( #P)), 
solve(# P($X))), 
solve(< park> ($Y) ). 

stating, incorrectly, that every vehicle in a park is subject to fines (fire trucks included). 

The! original algorithm is changed by adding the following clauses: 

ebg_rp([$A ],[ #Pred($Args )],[ #Pred($Args))): 
exclude( #Pred,#Ciass,$ListA,$ListB), 
solve_not( <divided>(#Class)), 
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divide( #Class,# Pred,$Args,$ListA,$ListB), 
theory_add( <divided>(#Class)). 

ebg_rp([$A),[#Pred($Args)),[#Pred($Args)J):
equiva1( # Pred, #Ciass,$ListA,$ListB), 
solve_ not(< divided> (#Class)), 
divide( #Oass, #Pred,$Args,$ListA,$ListB), 
theory_add( <divided>(#Ciass)). 

where the solve_not is a Reflective Prolog metapredicate allowing negative conclusions 
to be derived, 
and by modifying the clause dealing with abstraction in: 

cbg_ rp([ $A],[# Pred($Args) ],[#Class(# Item),< neutral> ( #Item($Args)) ]): -
belongs_to(#Pred,#Oass),!,solve($A). 

lu order the generated clauses to properly function, the following clauses have to be also 
utlded to the program: 1 

solve( <neutral>(#P($X))):-verify_pos(#P),solve(#P($X)). 
solve(<neutral>(#P($X))):-verify_neg(#P),solve_not(#P($X)). 
verify _pos( # P):-pos([$List]),item _of( #P,[$List]). 
verify _neg( #P): -neg([$List]),item _of(# P,[$List]). 

rl'he division algorithm (definition of predicate decide) is presented in appendix A 

'f\vo remarks are in order at trus point 
f'irst, the additional knowledge, represented by both taxonomies and partitions of items 
~nlo ~o lists of positive and negative instances of a class with respect to a given property, 
IS not mtended to complement the D omain Theory, i.e. is not considered to have the 
same strength of the set of stipulating rules the Domain Theory consists of. R ather it is 
viewed as pragmatic knowledge provided by cases and thus containing relevan: but 
fr agmentary information more than classifications of wide scope and general value. 
Second, _the examples were presented as if the taxonomies and the exceptions were all 
known. m advance. The extended algorithm, however, is such that they can be 
dynamtcally arranged as long as new cases (ll'aining Examples) are added to previous 
ones, thus building hierarchies a nd lists of positive and negative items incrementally. 

ln the following we give the definitions to construct the (Completed) Resulting Set in 
both cases (abstraction and exceptions). Definition 4 is reformulated into definition 7 to 
deal with the abstraction, with which the generated clauses contain predicates 
representing classes of the taxonomy. 
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Ddinitioo 7: 
,;1 query Q is said to be above the operationality level if there exists a sequence Q=Gl, .. Gh of 

111
)(1/s such that Gh has the form: ? - ~l, .. Kr where each K! (I <.i <r) unifi~s with the h~a_! of 

11 ('/a use that is below the operatzonallty level and there exiStS at least one Kj such that K; - XO 
wfwre T: -Cl, .. X, .. Cn is the clause generated by EBG, where a is a substitution. 

Definition 8: 
Jlr call Class Set (CS) theseJ ofclassesusedfortheabstration. An item X E CS has the form: 

Class(/tem). 

Odi nitioo 9: 
111· call Positive Set (PS) of a class C the set PS={Y.' pos(X) with Yitem of the list X}. In a 
,wnilar way we define the Negative Set (NS). 
"-e call Gender Set the union of NS and PS. GS= PSUNS. 

It is possible now to construct the MRS using defmition 5. !fie ~RS is the. union ofMR~, 
\. T and CS for the case of simple abstraction. When dealmg w1th excepttons the CRS lS 

MRSUCTUCSUGS. 

The cases presented in this section deal with abstraction supported by a taxonomy, 
which represents knowledge external to the Domain Theory. 
This knowledge is integrated by the algorithm in the clauses that it generates. Th~s t~e 
new set CRS is wider in terms of the number of queries that can be proved usmg 1t. 

Formally speaking we can sta.te that: 

'111e least Herbrand model of CRSUTE contains the least Herbrand model of DTUTE. 

'lb put it in another way, the set of consequences of CRSUTE is equal to the set of 
consequences of DTUTEU the set of the facts expressing the taxonomy and the 
classification of positive and negative items of a class. 

5. Concluding remarks 

This paper is intended as a first step towards a complete formalization of EBG, and 
towards making theory revision in a logic programming context. . 
A main point we have shown is that domain independent ~bstractio~ algonthms can be 
defined, that are easily understandable by the user, whtch can gwde the process by 
means of simple directives. 
We believe in the importance of a suitable metaprogramming framework, ~here 
different levels of knowledge can be clearly distinguished, and where tools are av~able 
for defining in a uniform language abstraction algorithms, directives and constratnts. 
] n such a framework, the user could even interact with the system, and define her own 
Rpecific abstraction methodologies (instead of simple directives). 
Jn Reflective Prolog, the tools are naming and reflection (predicates solve and 
solve_not). 
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Appendix A 

Here is the division algorithm that divides a class in subclasses containing items sharing 
the same property. The algorithm iteratively examines facts 'exclude' and 'equival' and 
constructs two lists containig respectively positive items and negative items (i.e. items 
that satisfy that property and items that do not). 

divide( #Class, <not> ,#Pred($Args),$ListA,$ListB):
item _of(# Pred,$ListA), 
negative(O,$ListA). 

divide( #Class,< not> ,#Pred($Args),$ListA,$ListB):
item_ of( #Pred,$ListB). 
negative(O,$ListB). 

divide( #Class,# Pred,$Args,$ListA,$UstB):
item_ o(( # Pred,$ListA), 
posi tive($ListA,[]). 

divide(#Ciass,#Pred,$Args,$ListA,$ListB):
item_ of( #Pred,$ListB), 
positive($Lisffi,D). 

posi tive($Posl ist,$N eg)jst):-
has _item_ of($ListA,$Poslist), 
eq uival( # Pred, #Ciass,$ListA,$ListB), 
solve_ not(< used> ("equival( #Class,$ListA,$ListB)")), 
merge($ListA,$Poilist,$Thmposlist), 
merge($ListB,$Thmposlist,$Newposlist), 
theory_ add(< used> ("equival( #Class,$ListA,$ListB") ), 
posi tive($N ewposlist,$ N eglist ). 

positive($Poslist,$Neglist):-
has _item_ of($ListA,$Poslist ), 
exclude(# Pred, #Ciass,$ListA,$ListB), 
solve _not(< used> ("exclude( #Class,$ListA,$ListB)")), 
merge($ListA,$Poslist,$Newposlist), 
merge($ListB,$N eglist,$Newneglist ), 
theory _add(< used> ("exclude( #Ciass,$ListA,$ListB)")), 
negative($Newposlist,$Newneglist). 

positive($Posl ist,$N eglist):-
theory_add( <pos> ("SPoslist'')), 
theory_add( <neg> ("$Neglist")). 
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negative($Poslist,$Neglist):-
has _item_ of($ListA,$N eglist ), 
equivai(#Pred,#Ciass,$ListA,$ListB), 
solve_ not(< used> ("equival( #Class,$ListA,$ListB)") ), 
merge($ListA,$Neglist,SThmposlist), 
merge($ListB,$Thmposlist,$Newneglist), 
theory_ add(< used> ("equival( #Class,$ListA,$ListB)") ), 
negative($Poslist,$Newneglist). 

n ega tive($Poslist,SN egl ist):-
has _item_ of($ListA,$N eglist ), 
exclude( #Pred,#Ciass,$ListA,$ListB), 
solve_not( <used>("exclude(#Class,$ListA,$ListB)")), 
merge($ListB,$Poslist,$Newposlist), 
merge($ListA,$Negl ist,$N ewnegl ist ), 
theory_ add(< used>(" exclude( #Ciass,$ListA,$ListB )") ), 
positive($Newposlist,$Newneglist). 

negative($Poslist,$N eglist ): -
theory_add( <pos> ("$Poslist")), 
theory_add( <neg>("$Neglist")). 

Predicates 'exclude' and 'equival' are symmetric with respect to their last two arguments, 
dauses that deal with symmetry are therefore necessary: 

Appendix B 

symmetric( <exclude>). 
symmetric( <equival> ). 
solve(#P(#Property,#Class,$X,$Y)):-

symmetric(#P),solve(#P(#Property,#Class,$Y,$X)). 

Renective Prolog is a logic programming language aimed at expressing and using 
knowledge and metaknowledge in a uniform way. It replaces the metalogic featu res of 
Prolog, which consist of a set of separate, pre-defined predicates, are mainly 
implementation-based and Jack a formal semantics, with an organic framework where 
n metalanguage is precisely defined for the object-language of Horn clauses, and the 
two Janguages are integrated by means of reflection rules. This integration is formally 
given both a procedural semantics, as an extension of the SLD resol~tion, and a 
declarative semantics, as an extension of the least Herbrand model semanttcs. 
The metalanguage relies on metaterms, which act as names for the object-level terms 
nnd predicates, and metavariables, ranging over metaterms. 
For instance, "c", "V", " f", <p> are metaterms acting as names for the object-level 
constant symbol c, variable symbol V, function symbol f and predicate symbol p 
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respec~vely. Thus, in a compositional way, "f"("c","V") is the metaterm representing 
tb~ ob~ect-level ~erm f(c,V) and ~p>("c","V':) is the metaterm representing the 
ObJect level predtcate ~(c, V). Function metavanables (written with first character $) 
range over metaterms m general, and predicate metavariables (written with first 
character#) range over names of predicates. 
Therefore, knowledge can be structured at different levels. For instance the treatment 
of symmetric relations is obtained as follows. ' 
~ ob~ect-level fa.ct concerning the relation friend, and a metalevel fact stating that 
fnend 1s a symmetnc relation, are represented by: 

friend(a,b ). 
symmetric( <friend>). 

Addi.tional inference rules can be defined declaratively, by using the distinguished 
pred~cates sol~e and solve_not, which take as argument a metaterm representing a 
predtcate. For mstance: 

solve(# P($X,$Y) ): -symmetric( #P),solve( #P($'¥,$X) ). 

states that if the relation symbol denoted by the predicate metavariable #P has been 
asserted as syn~metri c, the·"· the atom in the conclusion denoted by #P($X,$Y) follows 
from the atom ll1 the condJtwn denoted by #P($Y,$X) . 
On the contrary, given 

father(a,b). 
non_symmetric( <father>). 
solve _not( #P($X,$Y)):-non_ symmetric( #P),solve( #P($Y,$X) ). 

if #~(S;t ,SX) is true ~is ~erived) then !fP($X,$Y) is false (cannot be derjved). 
Denvatwn by r~~olutt?n IS extended wtth reflection, which "reflects up" an object -level 
goal to the ad~t tt~nalt.nference (solve and solve _not) rules, and vice versa for reflection 
d?wn. Reflection tmphes transformation of predicates and terms into metaterms (up) or 
Vtce versa (down). In the first example, on failure of the query 

?- friend(b,a). 

at the object le~el, a reflection up takes place, generating the goal <friend> ("b" "a") 
that matches Wllh the head of the solve rule with the unifier {#P/<friend> $XJ'1 'b"1 

$Y/"a"}. • • 

Sin.ce symmetri~( <friend>) succeeds, the next subgoal is solve( <friend>("a","b")) 
whtch by reflectwn down reduces to friend(a,b) which succeeds at the object leveL 
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